A mixed hypergraph is a triple (V , C, D) where V is its vertex set and C and D are families of subsets of V , called C-edges and D-edges, respectively. For a proper coloring, we require that each C-edge contains two vertices with the same color and each D-edge contains two vertices with different colors. The feasible set of a mixed hypergraph is the set of all k's for which there exists a proper coloring using exactly k colors. A hypergraph is a hypertree if there exists a tree such that the edges of the hypergraph induce connected subgraphs of the tree.
A co-hypergraph is a mixed hypergraph with D = ∅ (see [5, 27, 26] ). A coloring c of the vertices of H is proper if each C-edge of H contains at least two vertices of a Common color and each D-edge of H contains at least two vertices with Different colors. A proper coloring c using exactly k colors is called a strict k-coloring. The feasible set F (H ) of a mixed hypergraph H is the set of all k's for which there exists a strict k-coloring of H . A feasible set is said to be gap-free if it is an interval of integers. The minimum number (H ) of F (H ) is called the (lower) chromatic number of H and the maximum number (H ) of F (H ) is called the upper chromatic number of H . It was proved in [10] that for any set of integers A such that 1 / ∈ A, there exists a mixed hypergraph whose feasible set is equal to A. This result was further extended in [13] . In addition to the feasible set A itself, it is also possible to prescribe the numbers r k of different strict k-colorings for k ∈ A. Since mixed hypergraphs are quite a general model, it is natural to restrict attention to special classes of them in order to hope for some interesting algorithmic results.
Several classes of mixed hypergraphs have been previously studied: the class of mixed hypergraphs with bounded maximum vertex degree investigated in [15, 16] , the class of interval mixed hypergraphs in [2, 10] and the class of planar mixed hypergraphs in [6, 11, 18] . In this paper, we study the class of mixed hypertrees introduced in [28] and further investigated in [23] . A hypergraph H is a hypertree if there is a tree T (an underlying tree) with the same vertex set and such that each edge of H induces a connected subtrees in T . A mixed hypergraph (V , C, D) is a mixed hypertree if (V , C ∪ D) is a hypertree.
A hypergraph has the Helly property if for each set E of its edges such that each pair of edges of E is non-disjoint, there is a vertex contained in all the edges of E . A graph is chordal if it does not contain an induced cycle of length four or more. The line graph of a hypergraph is the graph whose vertices correspond to the edges of the hypergraph and two of them are adjacent if the corresponding edges intersect. A hypergraph is a hypertree if and only if it has the Helly property and its line graph is chordal. Hence, it is possible to find an underlying tree of a given (mixed) hypertree in polynomial time [1] .
A mixed hypergraph (hypertree) is reduced if all its C-edges have size at least three and all its D-edges have size at least two (see [10, [14] [15] [16] 25, 29] ). For each mixed hypertree, there exists a reduced one such that their proper colorings are in one-to-one correspondence [14] . Moreover, such a reduced mixed hypertree can be constructed in polynomial time. We often work with rooted underlying trees of (mixed) hypertrees; such a tree has a special vertex called the root and vertices have been assigned levels according to their distance from the root. The parent of a vertex v is the unique neighbor of v closer to the root. If u is a parent of v, then v is a child of u. If two vertices have the same parent, they are said to be siblings.
We consider two algorithmic problems for mixed hypertrees:
STRICT COLORING Input: A mixed hypertree H and an integer k. Question: Is H strict k-colorable?
And for every fixed k:
STRICT k-COLORING Input: A mixed hypertree H .
Question: Is H strict k-colorable?
The problem STRICT COLORING of mixed hypertrees is NP-complete [8, 14] . Therefore, we study the two problems with different constraints on input mixed hypertrees. The maximum degree (bidegree) of a mixed hypertree H is the maximum number of edges of H in which a single vertex of H (a single pair of vertices, respectively) is contained. Note that the maximum bidegree is equal to the maximum number of edges of H which contain end-vertices of a single edge of a tree representation of H . Since neither the maximum degree nor the maximum bidegree are parameters which depend on a chosen tree representation, the algorithms designed for mixed hypertrees with bounded maximum degree (bidegree, respectively) are robust. Another parameter considered in the paper is the maximum degree of the tree in a tree representation. However, this parameter depends on a chosen representation. Thus, when designing algorithms for mixed hypertrees whose tree representations have small maximum degree, it is always assumed that such a tree representation is provided as a part of input.
In this paper, we address both combinatorial properties of mixed hypertrees and algorithms for their coloring. Unlike the case of general mixed hypergraphs, feasible sets of mixed hypertrees are always intervals, as stated in Corollaries Table 1 Complexity of determining whether the upper chromatic number of a given mixed hypertree is at least k for various classes of mixed hypertrees Bounded parameters -
General mixed hypertrees k is fixed ? ? P P P k is part of input NPC NPC P P NPC Mixed bihypertrees k is fixed ? ? P P P k is part of input NPC NPC P P NPC Mixed hypertrees with only D-edges P P P P P Mixed hypertrees with only C-edges k is fixed P P P P P k is part of input NPC NPC P P NPC
T denotes the maximum degree of the underlying tree, 1 the maximum vertex degree of the input tree and 2 its maximum bidegree.
2 and 6. In Section 2 a more general problem is investigated, namely the extensions of a given precoloring of some vertices to proper colorings of the whole mixed hypertree. We prove in Theorem 1 that if a mixed hypertree with vertices precolored by k different colors admits an extension to a strict k -coloring for k k + 2, then it admits an extension to a strict -coloring for every , k + 2 k . This cannot be improved to = k + 1, as shown in Theorem 3. We introduce and state several basic properties of the concept of witness sequences in Section 3. Witness sequences were introduced in the conference paper [12] of one of the authors. This concept is used to design one of our polynomialtime algorithms in Section 4. But this concept is also interesting from the theoretical point of view. It allows us to state in Observation 1 that each proper coloring of a mixed hypertree can be transformed into one in which any two closest vertices of the same color are always connected by a path of identically colored vertices.
We deal with algorithmic issues in the rest of the paper. Since the lower chromatic number of a colorable mixed hypertree is always either 1 or 2 [14, 24] (and it can be easily recognized which is the case), the only problem interesting from the algorithmic point of view is to decide whether a given mixed hypertree can be properly colored by at least k colors. This problem is NP-complete in general. We present three polynomial-time algorithms in Section 4: an algorithm for STRICT k-COLORING for mixed hypertrees with an underlying tree with a bounded maximum degree (in Proposition 7), an algorithm for STRICT COLORING for mixed hypertrees with a bounded maximum degree (in Proposition 8) and an algorithm for STRICT k-COLORING for mixed hypertrees containing only C-edges in Proposition 9. On the other hand, we prove NP-completeness of the problem in the following cases: if the maximum bidegree is bounded (in Propositions 10 and 11) and if the maximum degree of an underlying tree is bounded by three (in Propositions 12 and 13). Our NP-completeness reductions work for both mixed hypertrees containing only C-edges and mixed bihypertrees. If the degree of an underlying tree is bounded by two, then the input mixed hypertree is an interval mixed hypergraph and its upper chromatic number can be determined in linear time using an algorithm of Bulgaru and Voloshin [2] .
Our complexity results are summarized in Table 1 . Still the complexity status of STRICT k-COLORING for general mixed hypertrees and the same problem for mixed hypertrees with a bounded maximum bidegree remains open. Even the latter (less general) case includes the problem of determining whether the upper chromatic number of a given cohypergraph is at least a fixed number k (Proposition 14). We conjecture that this problem can be solved in polynomial time. A polynomial-time algorithm for any of the former two problems for mixed hypertrees would immediately yield an algorithm for this problem, too.
Precolored mixed hypertrees
In this section, we deal with extending a given precoloring of a mixed hypertree to a proper coloring. Formally, given a coloring function for V ⊆ V , c : V → , we extend it to a coloring c : end-vertices) , remove all the C-edges containing it and modify the D-edges accordingly. Any precoloring extension of this new mixed hypertree using k + 2 colors straightforwardly determines a precoloring extension of the original one. Hence, we may assume that c assigns different colors to the end-vertices of each edge of T and it can be assumed that D = E(T ). Thus, H is reduced.
Further, redefine S i to be the set {u|c(u) = b i }, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Obviously, every precoloring extension of this new precoloring is a precoloring extension with respect to the original S i 's. It also follows that each S i is non-empty. For the sake of brevity, let us write S = k i=1 S i . For every C-edge e, fix two different vertices x e , y e ∈ e with c(x e ) = c(y e ) and replace e by the C-edge e equal to the unique path between x e and y e in the tree T . Note that c is a precoloring extension with respect to S 1 , . . . , S k of the resulting mixed hypertree H . Moreover, every precoloring extension of H with respect to S 1 , . . . , S k is a precoloring extension of H . Note also that each C-edge in H induces now a path in T .
Let us introduce the following auxiliary two-element edges:
A = {x e y e |e ∈ C, e\{x e , y e } ⊆ S}.
Define the auxiliary graph T to be the graph obtained from T by removing the vertices of S and then adding and contracting all the auxiliary edges of A. We claim that T has at least two vertices and is acyclic. Indeed, since the coloring c uses at least two colors not used on the vertices of S, these two additional colors must remain in T (note that the vertices of different colors cannot be collapsed by contractions of edges of A). Next, suppose that T has a cycle. This cycle corresponds to a cycle formed by edges of (T \S) ∪ A which contains at least one edge, say t, of T . By the slightly corrupted notation (T \S) ∪ A, we mean a graph obtained from T by removing vertices of the set S and adding edges of A. Replacing each edge e in A by the corresponding (x e y e )-path in T , we get a closed walk in T which traverses the edge t precisely once, a contradiction with the acyclicity of T .
Since T is acyclic, it can be properly colored by two colors, say b k+1 and b k+2 . And since T has at least two vertices, we can take such a coloring which actually uses both colors. Together with the precoloring S = k i=1 S i , this gives a coloring of H which obviously uses exactly k + 2 colors. We claim that this coloring is a proper precoloring extension of H with respect to S 1 , . . . , S k .
Each D-edge is properly colored because it is an edge of the underlying tree T . We argue that each C-edge e contains two vertices of the same color as follows:
(1) If the edge e has at least one end-vertex in S, then e has both end-vertices in S and these end-vertices are in the same S i , i.e., they are colored with the same color. (2) If the edge e has both end-vertices in T \S and all other vertices in S, then x e y e ∈ A, x e and y e are contracted into a single vertex of T , and so x e and y e get the same color. (3) If the edge e has both end-vertices and at least one inner vertex in T \S, then these 3 vertices are colored with the colors b k+1 and b k+2 and two of them must get the same color.
The immediate corollary of the preceding lemma is the following:
Corollary 2. The feasible set of any mixed hypertree is gap-free.
Proof. If there exists a mixed hypertree whose feasible set contains a gap, then there is such a reduced mixed hypertree H . Since its feasible set contains a gap, (H ) 4 (observe that if (H ) = 1, then H contains only C-edges and its feasible set is gap-free). Let t be a fixed integer, 2 < t < (H ), let c be any coloring of H using (H ) colors and let S 1 , . . . , S t−2 be any t − 2 color classes of this coloring. If we apply Theorem 1 to H precolored with respect to S 1 , . . . , S t−2 , we get a proper coloring (a precoloring extension with respect to S 1 , . . . , S t−2 ) using exactly t colors. Thus, the feasible set of H does not contain a gap which contradicts the choice of H . We have seen that for a mixed hypertree H precolored with k colors, the feasible set equals either
One may ask if the latter is always the case, i.e., if the feasible sets of precolored mixed hypertrees are always gap-free. This is not true, as shown in the next theorem: Theorem 3. For each k 2, there exists a mixed hypertree precolored with k colors such that this precoloring can be extended to a strict k-coloring and a strict (k + 2)-coloring, but it cannot be extended to a strict (k + 1)-coloring.
Proof. We first present a counterexample for k=2. Consider the following precolored mixed hypertree H (the hypertree is also depicted in Fig. 1 ):
The tree with the edge-set {a , b , c , d , , , } shows that H is a hypertree. The precoloring of H can be extended to a strict 2-coloring by assigning the common color of a and c to and and the color of b and d to and . On the other hand, the precoloring of H can be extended to a strict 4-coloring by assigning the same new color both to and and another new color both to and . We prove that these are the only possible precoloring extensions of H with respect to S 1 and S 2 .
Claim. In any proper precoloring extension of H with respect to S 1 and S 2 , the vertices and get either the same color different from the color of a or b, or gets the color of b and gets the color of a.
The claim can be easily verified by checking all possible cases. By symmetry, the same claim is true also for the vertices and . For a proper precoloring extension using 3 colors, there are only the following three possibilities: None of these extensions is proper. In the first two cases one of the C-edges , , and , , is multicolored, while in the last case the vertices and forming a D-edge get the same color.
The proof can be easily extended to the case that k > 2. It is enough to add 4(k − The arguments which are used above apply also in this case and thus the precolored mixed hypertree has only two precoloring extensions, namely one using k colors and one using k + 2 colors.
Witness sequences
In this section, we recall the concept of witness sequences (introduced in [12] ) and discuss its corollaries. Let H = (V , C, D) be a mixed hypertree with an underlying tree T = (V , E) which we consider to be rooted at a fixed vertex and let level (v) be the distance of v from the root. We call any sequence of distinct vertices of V , w 1 , . . . , w k , where 0 = level(w 1 ) < level(w 2 ) level(w 3 ) · · · level(w k ), a witness sequence of length k (note that w 1 has to be the root since level(w 1 ) = 0).
Once we have a witness sequence of length k, we want to find a strict k-coloring c of H (if it exists) such that no two vertices w 1 , . . . , w k have the same color. In order to do this, we divide the vertices of H into three sets L, R and O where L is the set of the vertices introducing new colors, i.e., vertices in the witness sequence, and their siblings:
R is the set of the neighbors of the vertices of L in the tree T :
And O is the set of other vertices of H :
Define a special set (v) for each vertex v as follows:
Fix a mapping : V → {F, G, 1, . . . , k} such that (v) ∈ (v) for each vertex v. We now explain a meaning of the function . The function assigns the number i to a vertex which introduces the color i, it assigns F to a vertex which should be colored with the same color as its parent and it assigns G to a vertex which should be colored with the color different from the color of its parent. Based on the mapping , we define a coloringc:
wherec (u) is defined as follows:
We later show that if there is proper coloring of H assigning to w 1 , . . . , w k mutually different colors and the witness sequence w 1 , . . . , w k is minimal in the sense defined later, thenc is also a proper coloring of H . Observe that all internal vertices on the path from w 2 to w 1 get the color 1. Let us now say few comments on the definition ofc (u). The colorc (u) is the first color met when walking from parent(u) to w 1 which is different from the colorc(u) of u. If such a color does not exist, then c (u) = 2.
The sequence w 1 , . . . , w k of vertices V is a witness sequence with respect to a strict k -coloring c : V → {1, . . . , k } if c(w i ) = c(w j ) for i = j (it could be k k ). A witness sequence is minimal if i level(w i ) is the minimum over all witness sequence of length k. The mapping is consistent with a strict k -coloring c and a minimal witness sequence w 1 , . . . , w k (k k ) if it satisfies: 
This case is impossible by the consistency of with c.
It holds thatc(v) =c (parent(v)) =c(parent(v)). Indeed, w 2 cannot be a descendant of v since otherwise c(u) = c(v) = 1 by the minimality of the witness sequence.
There
is no ancestor of v colored byc with the colorc(v) = (v) = c(v). In particular, it holds thatc(u) =c(v).
Hence all the D-edges contain two vertices colored by different colors. So, in the remainder of the proof, we focus on the C-edges of H . Let e be a C-edge of H . If e contains two vertices such that w 2 is their successor, then these two vertices of e are colored byc with the color 1. Assume that there is at most one such vertex. This vertex, if it exists, is clearly the vertex of e which is the closest to the root. Let u and v be two vertices of e colored by c with the same color such that their distance in the tree is as small as possible. Unfortunately, it can happen thatc(u) =c(v). We first state a useful observation which is going to be used several times in what follows:
Claim 5. Let e ∈ C contain a vertex u such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) (u) ∈ {F, G} and (2) {u, parent(u), parent(parent(u))} ⊆ e or {u, parent(u)} = e.
Then, e contains two vertices colored byc with the same color.
The case that (u) = F is trivial. If (u) = G, then e cannot be {u, parent(u)} by the definition of (u). Thus, we have {u, parent(u), parent(parent(u))} ⊆ e. Let u = parent(u) and u = parent(u ) = parent(parent(u)). Ifc(u ) =c(u ), then the claim is clear. Ifc(u ) =c(u ), thenc(u) =c (u ) =c(u ) and the claim also holds.
We continue the proof of Theorem 4. Several cases need to be distinguish in order to prove that e contains two vertices colored byc with the same color:
(1) The vertex v is a ancestor of u. (The case that u is a ancestor of v is symmetric.)
In this case, e contains all the vertices between u and v, in particular, it contains parent(u). We distinguish several subcases:
(a) (u) = F. Then u and parent(u) are colored with the same color.
If v is not a parent of u, then e contains two vertices colored byc with the same color (Claim 5). Let us consider the remaining case where v is the parent of u (and thusc(u) =c(v)). Since is consistent with c, we have F / ∈ (u) and thus u ∈ O. Then, e must contain at least three vertices, in particular it contains either a child of u, a sibling of u or a grand-parent of u:
Since u ∈ O, we clearly have w ∈ R ∪ O and e contains two vertices colored with the same color (Claim 5 applied to w). If (u) = i, then we could get a witness sequence with a smaller level sum by substituting w i (a member of the witness sequence with level(w i ) = level(u) > level(v)) with v, a contradiction.
(2) Neither u is a ancestor of v nor v is a ancestor of u.
Let w be the nearest common ancestor of u and v. We again distinguish a couple of cases to prove that e contains two vertices colored with the same color byc:
Then u (or v) and its parent belong to e and they are both colored with the same color byc. 
Corollary 6. If a hypertree H has a strict k -coloring, then it also has a strict k-coloring for all k, 2 k k . In particular, the feasible set of any mixed hypertree is gap-free.
Proof. Let c be a strict k -coloring of H and let w 1 , . . . , w k be a minimal witness sequence with respect to c. Let be consistent with c. Then, the coloringc based on the witness sequence w 1 , . . . , w k and the mapping is a strict k-coloring.
Observation 1. Let H be a mixed hypertree with an underlying tree T . Then for each k ∈ F (H ), there exists a strict k-coloring c which has the following property. If u and v are two vertices of H such that c(u) = c(v), then there either exists a vertex w on the path between u and v (exclusively) such that c(u) = c(v) = c(w) or this path is monochromatic, i.e., all its inner vertices have the same color assigned by c.
Proof. The statement is trivial for k = 1. Let k, 2 k (H ), be fixed. Let c be a strict k-coloring of H and let w 1 , . . . , w k be a minimal witness sequence with respect to c. Let be a mapping consistent with c. Observe now that the coloringc based on w 1 , . . . , w k and satisfies the conditions of the statement of the observation.
Algorithms
In this section, we present three polynomial-time algorithms for deciding strict k-colorability of mixed hypertrees for various special types of inputs. In particular, we study the cases that maximum degree 1 , maximum bidegree 2 , the number k of colors or the maximum degree T of the underlying tree (given as a part of the input in this case) are bounded by a constant. Note that 2 1 2 T . Hence, if both 2 and T are bounded, then the maximum degree 1 is bounded as well. In the first algorithm, we use the concept of witness sequences from the previous section: The algorithm outputs YES if and only if H has a strict k-coloring. Clearly, if it outputs YES, then H has a strict kcoloring. Suppose now that H has a strict k-coloring, say c. Let w 1 , . . . , w k be a minimal witness sequence with respect to c and let be the mapping consistent with c and w 1 , . . . , w k . By Theorem 5, the coloringc based on w 1 , . . . , w k and is a strict k-coloring and the algorithm outputs YES.
We now give an estimate of the running time of the algorithm. Let n and m be the number of vertices and edges of H , respectively, and let T be the maximum degree of T . There are O(n k−1 ) choices of the witness sequence in the first step. Given
two choices of (v) for v ∈ R and one choice of (v) for v ∈ O. Hence, the total number of choices of is
. . , w k and , the coloringc can be constructed in time O(n 2 ) and then it can be checked in time O(nm) whether it is proper. The running time of the whole algorithm is thus majorized by
; recall that k and T are fixed.
The next algorithm follows a dynamic programming approach (recall that 1 (T ) is the maximum degree of T ): Proof. Fix an underlying tree T of H and root it in a leaf of it. In the description of the algorithm, we use colors 1, 2, . . . , k and, to avoid confusion, we distinguish edges of the underlying tree and hyperedges (edges of H ). For an edge e = uv, with u a child of v, T e denotes the subtree of T rooted in v which is induced by the vertices which belong to the same component of T \v as u. H e denotes the hypertree with the underlying tree T e consisting of the hyperedges (x 1 , . . . , x l ) for x i ∈ {∅, C, D, 1, . . . , 1 } to be the maximum number of colors used by a proper coloring c of H e which assigns color 1 to the vertex v and which satisfies the following: The algorithm computes the functions e by brute force in bottom up fashion. Note that for each edge e, the function e can be described by a The function e 0 can be computed from the function e 0 m by considering two possibilities: the end-vertices of the edge e 0 have either the same color or different colors. The upper chromatic number of a given mixed hypertree can now be easily determined from the values of function f where f is the only edge incident with the root of T (recall that T was rooted at a leaf). Hence, the problem STRICT COLORING for a mixed hypertree with n vertices and maximum vertex degree 1 can be solved in time O(n(3 + 1 ) 2 1 ).
We prove here a modification of Proposition 10 for mixed bihypertrees:
Proposition 11. The problem STRICT COLORING is NP-complete for mixed bihypertrees with maximum bidegree at most 12.
Proof. A reduction from the decision problem on the size of the largest independent set in cubic graphs (see [9] ) is presented. Let G be a cubic graph with the vertex set V (G) = {w 1 , . . . , w n } and the edge set E(G). Let T be a tree with the vertex set equal to V = {z 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n , v 1 , . . . , v n } and the edge set equal to {z 0 u i , u i v i |1 i n}. We now define a mixed bihypertree H on the vertex set V . The edges of H are precisely the sets {z 0 , u i , v i , u j } for all i and j such that w i w j is an edge of G. Each edge is both a C-edge and a D-edge. We show that (H ) = n + + 1 where is the size of the independent set of G. Note that each edge of the tree T is contained either in 6 or 12 edges of H (the edges incident to the root are contained in 12, the other edges in 6 edges of H ). We now prove the equality (H ) = n + + 1. Let w i 1 , . . . , w i be an independent set of G. Let c be the following coloring of the vertices of H : Proof. We present a reduction from the well-known NP-complete problem of 3-SAT (see, for instance, [9] ). Let be a given formula with n variables x 1 , . . . , x n . Fix a tree T whose all internal vertices have degree 3 and which has exactly n leaves. Let V be the vertex set of T and v 1 , . . . , v n the leaves of T . We define a new mixed hypertree H with the vertex set V ∪ {v T i , v F i |1 i n} and C-edges being the following sets: We show that the upper chromatic number of H is |V | + n iff has a satisfying assignment. The upper chromatic number of H cannot be more than |V | + n since it contains n disjoint C-edges (those corresponding to the variables) and it has |V | + 2n vertices.
Assume that has a satisfying assignment. We now color the vertices of H . Assume that the upper chromatic number of H is |V | + n and let c be a strict (|V | + n)-coloring. Recall that H has |V | + 2n vertices and it contains n disjoint C-edges of size three each having exactly one vertex in common with V . Thus, c assigns mutually different colors to the vertices of V . In addition, the vertices v i , v T i and v F i , 1 i n, can be colored only as described in one of the following three cases: We now construct a truth assignment x i based on which of the above three cases hold for the coloring c on the vertices v i , v T i and v F i . In the first case, set x i to be true. In the second case, set x i to be false. And, in the third case, set the value of x i arbitrarily. The just obtained assignment satisfies , since each C-edge which corresponds to a clause, has to contain at least two vertices of the same color and these vertices has to be v i and v X i for some 1 i n and X ∈ {T, F}.
Proposition 13. The problem STRICT COLORING is NP-complete for mixed bihypertrees, even if the input bihypertree is given together with an underlying tree of maximum degree at most 3.
Proof. Observe that it is possible to replace each C-edge by a pair of a C-edge and a D-edge in the proof of Proposition 12.
The last proposition of this section does not provide an NP-completeness result, but it shows that polynomial-time algorithms for the last two remaining open problems for general mixed hypertrees (see Table 1 ) would provide a polynomial-time algorithm for coloring co-hypergraphs with a fixed number of colors: Proposition 14. The problem of determining whether the upper chromatic number of a given co-hypergraph is at least k can be polynomially reduced to STRICT (k + 1)-COLORING of mixed hypertrees with maximum bidegree 4.
Proof. Let H be a given co-hypergraph. We may assume that its maximum vertex degree is at most three (see [15, 16] for details). Let v 1 , . . . , v n be the vertices of H . We create a mixed hypertree on a star whose central vertex is a new vertex and whose leaves are the vertices v 1 , . . . , v n . The D-edges of this mixed hypertree are all the pairs { , v i } for 1 i n and its C-edges are the sets { } ∪ C for each C-edge C of H .
Each proper coloring of the constructed mixed hypertree assigns the vertex a color which is not used to color any other vertex. Thus, the coloring restricted to the vertices v 1 , . . . , v n is a proper coloring of H . We immediately conclude that (H ) is the upper chromatic number of the constructed mixed hypertree decreased by one.
Conclusion
We investigated the properties of precoloring extensions of mixed hypertrees. We also used the concept of witness sequences to prove several results on mixed hypertrees (Corollary 6, Observation 1) and to design some algorithms for coloring mixed hypertrees. Besides these algorithms, we provided several NP-completeness reductions. The summary of our complexity results can be found in Table 1 (note that if H is mixed hypertree containing only D-edges, then (H ) = n where n is the number of vertices of H ). As pointed by one of the referees, it might be interesting to investigate also algorithmic properties of mixed hypergraphs H such that H itself need not to be a hypertree, but both (V , C) and (V , D) are hypertrees.
